screen time: too much, too soon?

Scribbling. Place big pieces of butcher paper

Cardboard Box.

on the floor and give your child a box of

Keep a large card-

crayons. An eighteen-month-old can hold

board box your

a crayon and scribble. Scribbling helps your

toddler can climb in

toddler to develop a tripod position of the

and out of. Add some

hand for drawing and writing, a needed skill

crayons if your child

your child will not learn from swiping a screen.

wants to decorate it.

Special Cupboard. Fill a cupboard your child can reach with plastic cups
and plates, measuring cups, spoons, and bowls. This could also be your
Tupperware cupboard. Let your child use this cupboard only when you’re
making meals to make it a special activity when you’re in the kitchen.

Water Fun. If you have

MAGIC TOY BOX. Take a plastic bin

a tile floor that can handle

and fill it with toys your child hasn’t

it, fill a bowl with an inch

played with for a while. Give her

or two of water. Give your

the bin with great fanfare. Change

child some measuring

the contents every week to add an

cups or spoons along with

element of surprise. Your child will

a few toys that will float

actually play with these toys instead

or sink.

of letting them go to waste.

Jumping Beans. This one is messier, but give your child a large pan
filled with dry beans, measuring cups, and funnels. Put out a cookie
sheet so your child can make designs with the beans.
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“rounds” and then put away the game. To my delight and surprise, Lucy
looked up into my face and said, “Thank you for playing with me for a
while. Thank you for playing the game with me.”
She may have been off with her “Loser! Loser!” comment but her
“Thank-you” at the end made up for that and more. Even at a young age,
kids can do far more than we sometimes think they can. You don’t have
to wait until your children reach a certain age before teaching them about
gratitude. All throughout their childhood, you can model a thankful heart
and train them to express thanks in age-appropriate ways. These skills
will serve them for a lifetime.

10 screen-free ways to cultivate
a thankful heart in your child
FAMILY TREE. Have your child draw

Scavenger Hunt.

a family tree, complete with parents,

Equipped with paper

grandparents, siblings, aunts, uncles,

and pen, go through your

and cousins. Discuss positive things

room and write down

you enjoy about each person. Pray and

all the items you are

thank God for your family.

thankful to have.

Save Money for a Cause. Sponsor a child through a relief organization,
buy a well for a needy family in an emerging country, or send toys to
a poor family at Christmas. You can keep a jar in a central location so
everyone can contribute loose change and bills. Be creative: maybe skip
dessert for a week and put the money you save into the jar.
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the A+ skill of appreciation

Play Grateful Hot Potato. Have your family sit in a circle. It doesn’t
matter if you use a potato, ball, rolled-up socks, or stuffed animal. The
object of the game is to say something you are grateful for and then
pass the hot potato to the next family member. If you can’t come up
with anything new to say within five seconds, you are out.

Write a Treasured Note. Have your

Keep a Gratitude Journal.

child think of someone important in

Have your child write up to

her life: a teacher, coach, pastor,

five things he or she feels

or relative. Have her complete this

grateful for each day. At the

sentence in her note: You have

end of the week, have your

made a difference in my life because

child read the list aloud to

_____________________________.

the family.

OPERATION CARE PACKAGE. Have your kids outgrown some clothes
or toys? Find someone in your school or church who has a child who
would really benefit from those old clothes and toys. Make a big care
package and deliver it to that family.

Rice Again? You can teach

Be a Good Neighbor. Bake

your children to appreciate the

cookies or brownies for your

variety of foods they have by

neighbors just because. Attach

offering them only rice for one

a note of appreciation (“Thanks

day. Don’t worry, it’s not going

for being a great neighbor!”)

to hurt your child for one day,

and have your children sign it.

and it will be a memorable

Deliver the cookies together so

lesson on how many children of

your children can see how the

the world eat every day.

neighbors respond.

FIGHT HUNGER. Volunteer at a food bank to help stock food in a
warehouse, assemble bags of food, or distribute food. Talk about your
experience over family dinner.
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family members are too busy and distracted to deal with the root of their
anger flare-ups. Parental guidance is desperately needed to help children
handle anger responsibly.

“good” versus “bad” anger
“GOOD” ANGER

“BAD” ANGER

(Definitive)

(Distorted)

Definition: Anger toward any

Definition: Anger toward a

kind of genuine wrongdoing,

perceived wrongdoing where

mistreatment, injustice, or

no wrong occurred.

breaking of laws.

Sparked by: People who hurt

Sparked by: Violation of laws or

or irritate us, stress, fatigue,

moral code.

unrealistic expectations.

How to recognize: If you can

How to recognize: Feelings of

answer yes to the questions,

frustration or disappointment

“Was a wrong committed?” and

feed the anger.

“Do I have all the facts?”

What to do: Halt the anger, and

What to do: Either confront the

gather information to process

person or decide to overlook

your anger.

the offense.

initiating conversations about anger
My (Arlene’s) children love to act out different scenarios, so why not
practice being angry through drama? It’s easier to teach principles to your
children about anger when they are not angry. In the heat of the moment,
no child is particularly open to a lecture.
I gave my two daughters, ages four and seven, the following scenario:
Noelle walks in the room to discover her younger sister, Lucy, wearing
Noelle’s favorite dress, complete with shoes and tiara.
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things not to say when apologizing to your kids
Do you want to use best practices for apologies that actually work?
If so, omit these phrases when you are apologizing and teach your
children to do the same.
Haven’t you gotten over that yet?
I should be excused because I . . .
Why do you always . . . ?
If you hadn’t . . .
That’s just silly.
That’s life.
What’s the big deal?
You’re acting like a baby.
You just need to get over it.
Why can’t you just forget about it?
You’re too sensitive. I was only joking.
Your sister (or brother) would not have been upset by what I did.
Why can’t you just leave it in the past?
You just need to be tougher.

the A+ skill of apology

things to say when apologizing to your kids
Body language can make or break the sincerity of an apology. Be sure
that you maintain eye contact, don’t cross your arms defensively, listen
with concern, and speak with a pleasant tone of voice. Then, choose
words that do not blame others, excuse yourself, or deny responsibility.
I did it, and I have no excuse.
I’m responsible for the mistake.
I was careless.
I was insensitive.
I was rude.
My actions were not acceptable.
I will do the work to fix my mistake.
My heart aches over what I’ve done.
You didn’t deserve that kind of treatment.
You have every right to be upset.
I know what I did was wrong.
My mistake is part of a pattern that I need to change.
I will rebuild your trust by . . .
I will try to make this up to you by . . .
I’ve put you in a difficult position.
I hope I haven’t waited too long to say I am sorry.
Can you forgive me?
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student A reads

student B reads

student C reads

20 minutes per day

5 minutes per day

1 minute per day

3,600 minutes per

900 minutes per

180 minutes per

school year

school year

school year

1,800,000 words

282,000 words

8,000 words

per year

per year

per year

Scores in the 90th

Scores in the 50th

Scores in the 10th

percentile on

percentile on

percentile on

standardized tests

standardized tests

standardized tests

If he starts reading for twenty minutes per night in kindergarten, by
the end of sixth grade Student A will have read for the equivalent of sixty
school days, Student B will have read for twelve school days, and Student
C will have read for 3.6 days.
Which student would you like your child to be? Reading not only of-

the A+ skill of attention

fers academic advantages, it will equip your child with a longer attention
span and a greater capacity for concentration.

five ways to foster a love of reading for your child
Read aloud to your child.

Visit the library regularly.

When your child is young,

Most things in life aren’t free, but

place him in your lap and

the library still is. Take advantage

read to him every day. Not

of the vast resources of your

only are you teaching him

local library. Look up favorite

language and bonding with

authors in the library catalog and

your child, you are creating

request those books if you don’t

a happy memory that will

see them immediately available.

draw him to books in the

That will give your child some-

future. As your kids get older,

thing to look forward to during

they can sit next to you while

the next trip to the library. And

you read a book the whole

don’t forget to pick up a book for

family will enjoy.

yourself.

READING TIME FOR SCREEN TIME. Some parents have successfully
helped their children embrace books by making reading a prerequisite
to screen time. If your child reads for thirty minutes, she can earn thirty
minutes of screen time afterward.

child. What does your child

Let them catch you
reading. When your child

enjoy—stories about ponies or

sees you snuggled on the

biographies of baseball heroes?

couch with a good book, it

Look for books your child can’t

will encourage her to do the

put down. Ask your friends with

same. Talk to your kids about

kids the same age or older for

what you are reading and

reading suggestions. Don’t give

show them by your example

up until you find a good fit for

that books are helpful and

your reader.

engaging.

Find books that interest your
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eight ways to help your child finish homework
1. Use games or charts for rewards.

2. HAVE A HOMEWORK

Make a sticker chart where your

SUPPLY BOX. What does

child can place a sticker on each

your child need to complete

day that homework is done. Offer

her homework—pencils,

rewards for a completed week or

eraser, pens, ruler, stapler,

month of homework. Create games

glue, tape, and scissors?

to reward finished homework. For

Keep these supplies in one

instance, if your child finishes

place so they are easy to

homework all week, he can earn

find. If anything is taken out

points. After fifty points, he can

of the box, remember to

choose a small prize from the store.

replace it.

3. Know the best time for homework. Some kids like to start
homework immediately after school so they can have the pleasure of
playing afterward. Others need to run around for an hour after sitting
at a desk for most of the day. Adjust your homework routine to what
works best with your child.
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4. SCHEDULE OUT BIGGER

5. Work with a timer. If your child

PROJECTS. When your child

can complete his homework

comes home with a large or

within half an hour, set a timer for

long-term project, create a

thirty minutes and encourage him

calendar to help break up

to finish before the timer beeps.

the project into doable time

If your child needs a longer time

chunks. To illustrate the value

for homework, you can still set the

of doing a little bit at a time,

timer for thirty minutes. When it

tell her about a time when

beeps, take a five-minute break,

you procrastinated.

and then resume the homework.

6. Offer healthy snacks. Children are often hungry after school.
Avoid junk food, but offer healthy snacks like fruits or carrot sticks
along with a glass of water.

7. Create an environment

8. Keep the same schedule every

conducive to concentra-

week. Children thrive in predicable

tion. Is there enough light?

schedules. You may have to adjust

Is the workspace unclut-

your homework times on different

tered? Are the television

days because you have sports prac-

and other electronic devices

tice on Tuesdays and Thursdays. As

off? If your child needs to

long as there is a consistent routine

use the computer for home-

to follow that your child under-

work, monitor usage to

stands, she will be able to make

keep him on track.

those adjustments.

screen time and shyness

bring strengths such as being great listeners and analytic thinkers.
If you are wondering what is healthy and what is unhealthy when it
comes to a child who is quiet and reserved, consider these characteristics:
healthy

unhealthy

Makes eye contact with others

Avoids eye contact with others

Polite

Rude, unresponsive

Content

Dissatisfied

Generally exhibits good behavior

Has behavior problems

People are comfortable with him

People are not comfortable
with him

Don’t think of your child as shy just because he is quiet. Maybe he won’t
raise his hand in class, but he’ll discuss a subject in a small group. It’s okay if
your child is more reserved than others. And even if your child is nervous
and afraid of people and new situations, avoid labeling him as shy.
When a child hears over and over that he is shy, it gives him an excuse
for not developing social skills. A child can say, “Oh, I’m just shy,” giving
him a pass to skip politeness and conversation. For some children, being
shy becomes very convenient.
You don’t have to mold your reserved child into becoming a social
butterfly. You simply want to teach him how to participate in life and
enjoy the company of others. Introverted and extroverted children have
this in common: they all have to learn what’s appropriate when interacting with people.

creating a new normal
Remember how ten-year-old Peter avoided meeting that mom at ballet practice? There can certainly be a reticence on the part of children to
open up and get to know someone who is talking to their parents. Adults
can be intimidating. As parents, we must remember that children will do
113

Five Things Not to Say
to Your Reserved Child
1. Don’t be shy.
2. Don’t worry; they won’t bite.
3. Don’t just sit there. Say something!
4. Cat got your tongue?
5. 	Why can’t you be outgoing like
your sister?

Young Brains on Screens

9

By the time a child is . . .
Two years old: More than 90 percent
of all American children have an
online history (such as having their
baby photo posted), and 38 percent
have used a mobile device.
Five years old: More than 50 percent
regularly interact with a computer
or tablet.
Seven years old: Most regularly play
video games.
A teenager: Will text an average of
3,400 times per month and will
spend more time with media than
with parents or teachers.

5 Ways to Trade Screen
Time for Serve Time
1. Help your child practice for her
sports team, such as pitching and
catching for baseball or shooting
free throws for basketball.
2. Wake up half an hour earlier to
make a special surprise breakfast
for your children.
3. Make a list of your child’s favorite
screen-free things to do with you.
Then periodically do one of his
favorites when the child least
expects it.
4. Create flash cards for your child’s
upcoming test or quiz. Work
together until he feels confident
with the material.
5. Assist your child in fixing a
favorite broken toy or bicycle.
Simply taking the time to repair it
communicates love to a child whose
love language is acts of service.

Screen-Safe Family Pledge
A Note to Grandparents
Nora always used to look forward to her grandchildren’s visit. But lately,
things have changed. After giving her a hug, her grandkids immediately
ask to use her iPad. Once the iPad is out, the kids don’t want to play
Monopoly with her or sit on the couch to talk. Nora can’t compete with
the entertainment value of the screen, so she just sits next to the kids
while they play games. She misses the old days of being together with
her grandkids before she got her iPad.
Have you ever felt like Nora? Try these Do’s and Don’ts the next time
your grandchild comes for a visit.
DO:
•	Make your home a media-free place for your grandkids.
•	Center your time together around activities like outdoor walks,
playing games, or baking cookies.
• Draw pictures or make crafts together.
•	Slow down! Your grandchild’s life is probably very busy, and free time
with you is priceless.
• Ask your grandchildren questions about school, friends, and life.
•	Tell stories of when you were a child and things you have learned and
accomplished.
DON’T:
•	Feel guilty about disappointing your grandchildren if they don’t like
the screen-time rules at your house.
• Watch more than two hours a day of television together.
• Give in to their demands for more screen time.
•	Allow them to watch or play something they are not allowed to at
home.
• Buy your grandchild a device like a cellphone or tablet without
clearing it with Mom and Dad first.

Cellphones by
the Numbers
According to the Pew Internet
Project’s research:6

91 percent of American adults
have a cellphone.

56 percent of American adults
have a smartphone.

67 percent of cell owners find
themselves checking their phone
for messages, alerts, or calls—even
when they don’t notice their phone
ringing or vibrating.

44 percent of cell owners have
slept with their phone next to their
bed because they wanted to make
sure they didn’t miss calls, text
messages, or updates during the
night.

29 percent of cell owners describe their cellphones as “something they can’t imagine living
without.”

63 percent of cell owners use
their phones to go online.
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social development by

ages and stages
Toddlers
Speaks in complete sentences of three to five words
Follows simple directions
Enjoys helping with household tasks
Does not cooperate or share well
Begins to notice other people’s moods and feelings

Preschoolers
Uses a 1,500-word vocabulary
Speaks in relatively complex sentences
Takes turns, shares, and cooperates
Can express anger verbally instead of physically
Enjoys pretending and playing dress up
Mimics adults and seeks praise
Friends become more important

Elementary School: Kindergarten–Third Grade
Becomes aware of personal emotions and can empathize with others
Uses face-to-face interactions to understand what others are feeling
Able to read nonverbal cues
More cooperative and affectionate
Curious about others and eager to make friends
Can differentiate between needs and wants
Family-oriented
Seeks parental/adult approval
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Elementary School: Fourth–Sixth Grade
Chooses to play with other children of the same gender
More prone to moodiness
Influenced by peers
Loyal to groups and clubs
Enjoys using code languages
Developing decision-making skills
Needs involvement with caring adults
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Quiz: does your child have

too much screen time?
These simple questions can help determine whether or not screen time is
harming your child’s overall health. Give a score to each question using
the following ratings:
0 = Never or rarely true
1 = Occasionally true
2 = Usually true
3 = Always true
____ Your child is upset when you ask him to stop his screen activity to
come to dinner or another activity.
____	Your child asks you to buy a digital device such as an iPod after you
have already said no.
____	Your child has trouble completing his homework because he is busy
watching television or playing video games.
____	Your child refuses to help with chores around the house, choosing
instead to play with screens.
____	Your child asks to play a video game or other screen-related activity
after you have said no.
____ Your child does not get sixty minutes of physical activity each day.
____ Your child does not give frequent eye contact to others in the home.
____	Your child would rather play video games than go outside to play
with friends.
____	Your child doesn’t really enjoy anything that does not involve screens.
____	If you restricted all screen use for one day, your child would be
irritable and whiny.
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If your child scores:
10 or below: Your child does not appear to have too much screen time.
He seems able to exercise appropriate control and boundaries.
11–20: Your child may be depending on screen time too much. You will
want to monitor screen time more judiciously and watch for growing
reliance upon screens.
21–30: Your child may be addicted to screens. You may want to meet
with a counselor, pastor, or parent you respect for advice.

Look for these and many other helpful resources at
www.5lovelanguages.com.
Drills for Grown-Up Social Success, six interactive scenarios to help
you build your child’s confidence in courtesies and social interaction.
25 Common Courtesies for Kids, a quick list to help you shape goals
and expectations for your child’s behavior.
The Love Languages Mystery Game to help you determine your
child’s primary love language.
50 Table Talk Questions for Your Family, a guide to fresh and lively
conversations at family mealtimes.
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discussion group

questions
introduction: taking back your home
1.	Is technology bringing your family closer together or driving it
farther apart?
2. What do you hope to learn from reading this book?
3. What concerns regarding screen time do you have for your child?
4. Talk about the difference between good intentions and action.

chapter one: screen time: too much, too soon?
1. How did you spend your free time as a child?
2.	How old are your children, and how much screen time do they have
on an average day? What are they doing/watching on screens?
3.	What do you think about your child having a television in his or her
room?
4.	What are some activities you have successfully substituted for screen
time?
5.	How do you respond to this statistic: “The average American child
age eight to eighteen spends more than seven hours a day looking at
a video game, computer, cellphone, or television”?
6.	Do you currently have media guidelines for your home? If so, what
are they? If not, would you like to establish guidelines as you read
this book?
7.	Have you met someone like Michael, the senior in high school who
played video games alone during his graduation party? How does
Michael’s example serve as a warning?
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8.	How do you teach the difference between appropriate and inappropriate content to your children? Give an example of when you had to
do this recently.

chapter two: the A+ method for relational kids
1.	Do you agree that children in previous generations were more
respectful of parents and adults? What role do you think technology
has played in any changes?
2.	On page 29, it says, “Technology trains (children) to find what they
need at the speed of light. The art of patience is lost.” Have you found
this to be true with your kid(s)? If so, give an example when your
child was impatient.
3.	Of the five A+ skills (affection, appreciation, anger management,
apology, and attention), which ones stand out as skills your child
most needs to improve?
4.	Talk about family mealtimes. How many times do you eat together
as a family in a typical week? Is there a lot of conversation? Who
is the most talkative? Do you take phone calls during meals? Is the
television on? Is the meal rushed or unhurried?
5.	Does your child have an email account, and if so, do you have stated
email guidelines? For parents of younger children, at what age do
you think it is beneficial for your child to have an email address?

chapter three: the A+ skill of affection
1.	How does your child express affection toward you? How do you
express affection toward your child?
2.	Does your phone or computer compete with your child for your
affection? How?
3.	Has your child showed you and other family members less affection
after receiving a digital device such as a tablet, phone, or video game?
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4.	Share a success story of when you were able to put aside your electronics and be “all there” for your child (or vice versa, when your
child set aside his/her device to be with you).
5.	What are your thoughts on screen time during playdates with
friends?
6.	What exposure does your child have to social media? How do you
think social media can be helpful or harmful as your child seeks to be
liked by others?
7.	Does your child play/watch any violent video games? If so, how has
that affected his/her empathy for others?
 ow does your child rate when it comes to eye contact? Does your
8. H
child readily give you eye contact? Does he or she look other adults
or friends in the eye?
9. How does eye contact show affection for another person?
10. What is one thing you can do to better show your child affection?

chapter four: the A+ skill of appreciation
1.	Do you feel your child appreciates what you do for him or her as a
parent?
2.	Do you need to prompt your child to say thank you, or does he or she
express thanks on his/her own?
3.	Give an example of a time when you taught your child a lesson about
gratitude.
4.	How does it make you feel when your child receives a gift but seems
ungrateful for it?
5.	What is your response when your child says, “But everyone else has
one!”?
6.	What might be the value of making children wait for what they
want instead of granting their wishes immediately?
7.	Has your child said thank you in a way that touched your heart?
Share that memory with the group.
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8.	Look at the 10 Screen-Free Ways to Cultivate a Thankful Heart in Your
Child on page 58. What is one way you would like to try with your
family?
9.	How has showing gratitude helped you as an adult to get along better
with others?

chapter five: the A+ skill of anger management
1. Does your child have trouble managing his/her anger?
2.	When your child gets angry, do you try to distract him or her with
something else?
3.	If your child dealt with anger in the same way you do, would you be
pleased? If not, what is one thing you can do to improve your own
anger management with your kid(s)?
4.	Brainstorm scenarios to role-play with your children to help them
practice anger management. Possible scenarios might be: What
would you do if a child took away a toy you were playing with? What
would you do if another kid insulted you by calling you names?
5.	Think about the last time you were angry with your child or vice
versa. What happened? What did you do right? What could you do
differently next time?
6.	Does your child have a problem with frequent outbursts of anger?
What do you think is the “why” behind your child’s anger?
7.	Evaluate the video games your child is playing. Are there any that
promote aggressive behavior?
8. Has your child ever been involved with cyberbullying?
9.	Is there something you need to apologize about to your child? (You
may refer to the Helpful Dialogues for You and Your Angry Child on
page 78 as a starting point.)
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chapter six: the A+ skill of apology
1.	Have you modeled how to apologize to your child (either by apologizing to your child or having your child present when you are
apologizing to someone else)? What happened?
2.	Does your child readily accept responsibility for wrongdoing, or
does he/she tend to blame someone or something else?
3.	Give an example of one clear rule and consequence if that rule is
broken in your home.
4.	Have you ever watched one of your child’s friendships weaken or
break because someone wouldn’t apologize? Have you ever had a
similar experience?
5.	In preparation for teaching your child the five languages of apology,
practice role-playing with each other. Say:
			

“I am sorry.”

			

“I was wrong.”

			

“What can I do to make it right?”

			

“I’ll try not to do it again.”

			

“Will you please forgive me?”

6.	Agree or disagree with this statement: “I don’t want to apologize
to my children because they will lose respect for me.” Explain your
opinion.
7.	Look over the Things Not to Say When Apologizing to Your Kids on
page 92. Which of these phrases have you used in your parenting?

chapter seven: the A+ skill of attention
1. How has screen time affected your child’s ability to pay attention?
2.	Does your child have any difficulty paying attention in school,
church, or other settings where listening is required?
3. Is your child able to sit still?
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4.	Have you observed your child switching back and forth between
tasks instead of completing the task at hand? Give an example.
5.	Talk about your child’s reading habits. What’s something you can do
to increase your child’s reading time, vocabulary, or comprehension?
6. What have you done to encourage your child to read more?
7.	If your child struggles with ADHD, what are a few things you can do
to help him/her navigate screen time constructively?
8. Why might multitasking be dangerous for your child?
9.	Do you have any homework tips to share? (See page 106 if you need
some ideas yourself).
10. How much daily play, not screen-related, is your child getting?

chapter eight: screen time and shyness
1.	Just because a child is quiet does not mean he or she is shy. Consider
this statement in light of your child: “When a child hears over and
over that he is shy, it gives him an excuse for not developing social
skills. A child can say, ‘Oh, I’m just shy,’ giving him a pass to skip
politeness and conversation. For some children, being shy becomes
very convenient.”
2.	If your child is playing a video game and you come home from work,
does he/she pause to greet you?
3.	How have you helped your child overcome anxieties about meeting
new people?
4.	Look over the practice scenarios on page 115. Which would you like
to practice with your child?
5.	What words of encouragement can you give a child struggling with
shyness?
6.	Has your child experienced rejection or bullying? Did you talk about
it afterward?
7.	Is your child a healthy weight? What’s one thing you can do to promote proper nutrition and exercise?
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chapter nine: screen time and the brain
1.	What are you thinking when you see your child’s eyes glued to the
screen?
2.	If your child grows up with screens throughout preschool and elementary school, how is the brain affected?
3.	How does increased screen time threaten the development of skills
like reading, writing, and sustained concentration?
4.	What are benefits of screen time for the brain? How do those benefits measure up to the downsides?
5.	If your child follows the norm, he/she will average 3,400 text messages a month as a teenager. How do you think texting will affect
your child’s brain in the future?
6.	Do you think your child’s screen time is leading to an overdose of
pleasure?
7.	Are you concerned that your child may become addicted to screens
in the future? If so, what steps will you take to ensure his/her safety?
8.	If your child’s brain is plastic and being molded daily, is your child’s
screen time beneficial or detrimental to brain development?
9.	Neurosurgeon Ben Carson said, “Don’t let anyone turn you into a
slave. You’re a slave if you let the media tell you that sports and entertainment are more important than developing your brain.” What
is one positive thing you can do to develop your child’s brain?

chapter ten: screen time and the love languages
1.	Physical Touch: Do you make physical contact each day with your
child through hugs, high fives, sitting next to each other, wrestling,
etc.?
2.	Words of Affirmation: When was the last time you praised your
child for something specifically? What did you say?
3.	Quality Time: How can you make time in your day for quality time
for your child and still get your work done?
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4.	Gifts: Is your child preoccupied with material things? Does he/she
nag you about getting an electronic device like a tablet or video game?
5.	Acts of Service: What are a few caring acts of service you do regularly for your child?
6.	What do you think is your child’s primary love language, or his top two?
7. How can you speak in that love language to your child today?

chapter eleven: screen time and security
1.	Have you had any experiences with cyberbullying online or know
someone who has?
2.	Talk about your plan to address pornography with your child at the
appropriate age. What do you think is important to say? How can
you best monitor your child’s devices?
3.	Have you taught your child the value of privacy and not to disclose
personal facts online? How can you communicate the importance of
this in a way your child understands?
4.	Does your child’s screen time promote learning and positive values?
5. Do you use an Internet filter, or do you plan to in the future?
6.	When might be a good age for your child to get a cellphone? Describe why.
7.	Have you gone over the “Screen-Safe Family Pledge” (found on page
164) with your children who are old enough to understand?

chapter twelve: screen time and parental authority
1.	Do you need to “take your house back” from kids who are calling the
shots and pushing your limits?
2.	Do you have trouble keeping up with your child’s computer use
because you don’t understand the programs he is using?
3.	If you want your child to reduce his/her screen time, are you comfortable making those changes or are you anxious about resistance
from your child?
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4.	Is it more important to you that your child likes you or that your
child respects you?
5.	Are there digital-free zones in your home (i.e., a screen-free room)
or digital-free times in your schedule (i.e., devices go off for a certain
time)? If so, how has that benefited your family?
6.	If you have given your child too many privileges or too little supervision of screen time, what are you going to do about it now?
7.	For grandparents: What are your frustrations about screen time and
your grandchildren? What are standards you would like to have at
your house when the children are visiting?

chapter thirteen: screen time and the single parent
1.	What are some of the unique challenges you face as a single parent?
2.	Does your child struggle with any of the following: obesity, irregular
sleep, behavioral problems, poor academics, or violence? If yes to
any, do you think screen time is a contributing factor?
3.	What time does your child go to bed? Is this an early enough bedtime to make room for some quiet time for you at the end of the day?
4.	Do you co-parent with an ex-spouse? Are there different screentime rules when your child is with you and when your child is with
the other parent? If so, how can you work together to provide more
consistent guidelines?
5.	Would you like to try a type of media fast like the dad featured on
page 187? What do you think would work for you and your kids?
6.	In seeking to fill your child’s love tank each day, what obstacles get in
the way?
7.	Do you have a caring community of people who support you as a parent?
8.	What are some constructive ways you can seek support from others
if you don’t have that right now?
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chapter fourteen: screen time and you
1.	Do you agree with this statement: “I believe the most damaging
effect of the digital world is the parent’s own dependence on digital
media because it will become their child’s dependence”?
2.	Does your child know that spending time with him/her is more
important to you than catching up on social media or answering
emails?
3.	Describe your digital use on a typical day. Would you be pleased if
your child grew up to be just like you in terms of screen use?
4.	Aside from your hours at work, are you comfortable disconnecting
with technology and making yourself unavailable by phone or email
during certain times?
5.	If you were stranded without any digital connectivity for a week,
would you be relieved, indifferent, or totally stressed?
6. When do you turn your phone off?
7.	What are some positive things you have done to limit your personal
screen time and enjoy more time with your family?
8.	What kind of “digital Sabbath” experience would you like to create
for your family?
9.	Are you ready to say goodbye to the digital babysitter? How can you
be more proactive as a parent and less dependent on video games
and televisions shows to occupy your child?

conclusion: a tale of two homes
1.	Describe your typical family car ride. Does anyone use earbuds? Are
movies allowed? Is there conversation?
2.	How has your thinking about screen time changed since reading this
book?
3. What has stood out as important and relevant for your family?
4.	What screen-time changes have you implemented or do you plan to
implement?
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5. Has your child resisted any changes? If so, how did you deal with it?
6.	What positive outcomes for your family will be gained as you stick
to a wise media plan and enforce it?
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